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Executive Summary
Waterfront Restoration appreciates the opportunity to submit this proposal for watercraft inspection and boater
education services to aid Le Sueur County in 2021 in preventing the spread of aquatic invasive species.
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We recognize that pricing is an important consideration in any bid process. However, there is an important
consideration of which to be mindful. Pricing has been requested in the form of an hourly inspector rate. This
pricing approach incents other bidders to pay inspectors as little as possible and with little oversight. This approach
leads to extremely high turnover, significant challenges finding proper candidates for the role, and a myriad of
inspection challenges at your lakes. Respectfully, we suggest selecting the provider who is sensitive to the
challenges of proper staffing, training, and inspector management of your lakes.
Waterfront Restoration is committed to ensuring we have the right people working at your lakes and that they are
properly trained/managed. Thus, we need to compensate them consistent with market conditions. Doing so helps
us, on your behalf, to staff your lakes with reliable, presentable, and professional inspectors that create a positive
experience for your boaters while also protecting your lakes.
We have invested year after year to create an industry-leading watercraft inspections program for Minnesota
counties and have refined our processes based on what we have learned from thousands of hours of inspections.
These developments, our unique advantages, and our above and beyond service approach ensures that your
county is getting maximum value from every inspection dollar spent.
Ultimately, when you hire us, it’s our job to ensure you have a successful AIS prevention program that provides you
with peace of mind knowing that your county is protected by the highest quality professional inspectors available
whom help prevent the spread of AIS, keep your county out of the news for the wrong reasons, better educate your
boaters, and represent your county in a first – class positive image to the public.
Given current circumstances with Covid-19 and the prediction of lingering concern into 2021, we have developed
our plans alongside the DNR for a safe boating season in 2021. To better protect inspectors and boaters we have
implemented best practices to ensure everyone is protected. Please see this link for details:
http://bit.ly/COVIDProtocol-WaterfrontRestoration
If you would like to discuss more details in regard to this, we welcome the conversation.
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About Waterfront Restoration
Lakes * Living * Legacy
Waterfront Restoration was founded by Tom Suerth in 2003. He was
inspired to start the company by his passion for lake preservation. He grew
up near a Minnesota lake and saw firsthand the devastation that Eurasian
watermilfoil had on it. Today, species like Zebra Mussels, Starry Stonewort,
and other AIS are creating high risks of devastating recreational boating,
swimming, and fishing in counties throughout the state. Our company’s
mission is to preserve Minnesota lakes and protect them from all invasive
species.
We specialize in providing high-quality, fully managed watercraft inspections
and boater education services to counties throughout the state of
Minnesota. We have developed a four-point formula that provides expertise in the recruitment, training, reporting,
and management of seasonal staff for aquatic invasive species prevention and control programs. This expertise
provides us with the ability to recruit and retain watercraft inspectors who share our passion for lake preservation
and professionally represent your county.
Our staff works closely with the Minnesota DNR, counties, and lake associations in Minnesota to keep our
knowledge current on aquatic invasive species issues and best practices for watercraft inspections.
COMPNY LOGO
Counties and associations that have chosen us to protect their lakes see our value beyond a monetary exchange.
They see us as their partner in lake protection. Waterfront Restoration is devoted and dedicated to keeping your
lakes clean and preventing the spread of AIS. We do that through hiring the right people, providing them with the
skills necessary to keep boaters informed and watercrafts properly inspected, and managing them to ensure your
expectations are met.
In an industry riddled with unstable small businesses that have one or two full-time staff trying to manage
everything, Waterfront Restoration is a financially stable, professional service company with an expert management
team that consistently delivers high-quality results for its clients.
We have provided inspector services to the following clients.
 Dakota County
 Goodhue County
 Waseca County
 Meeker County
 Blue Earth County
 Scott County
 Christmas Lake Association
 Lake Francis Association
 Prior Lake Spring Lake Watershed District
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Hiring
High Quality Inspectors: A reflection of your county
We recognize that one of the major keys to success with providing
inspection services is the inspector hiring process. To ensure
inspections are performed properly and your county is professionally
represented, we have developed a rigorous candidate screening and
evaluation process. It is designed to identify the traits of high performing
inspectors. We refer to it as our “above and beyond” approach as it
ensures our inspectors are carefully interviewed and selected based on
suitability for the role. The impact of this hiring approach is highlighted in
an unsolicited comment we received from a county client.
“When interacting with inspectors from Waterfront Restoration, they were far more thorough and
friendly than some I've seen in other areas of the state. Some others I've encountered were not
friendly at all and really seemed like that was the last thing they wanted to be doing.”
Hiring Process. The inspector recruiting process begins upon notice of award of the contract. It takes
approximately eight weeks from contract award to inspector staffing at your lakes. For example, if the desired start
date is May 15, the contract award notification is needed by March 15. Inspection start dates are also dependent
on DNR training session availability as their schedules and class capacities are limited.
Upon notification of contract award, we begin recruiting for the role and hiring inspectors. This process is facilitated
by our management team who is highly sensitive to balancing priorities between proper staffing and filling the roles
quickly. For Level 1 inspectors, our minimum age requirement is sixteen.
We have developed a weighted interview scoring system to rate the candidates based upon twenty different
aspects that we feel are critical to success in the role. Some of the scored qualification aspects include: knowledge
of AIS, customer service experience, de-escalation communication experience, attention to detail, and previous
inspector experience. If a candidate does not achieve the target score that we established, that person is not hired.
To be considered for hire, a candidate must pass our online customer service test to ensure they have the
relationship, speaking, and rapport skills necessary to interact with your boating community. Thus, as your boaters
interact with our inspectors, they have a positive experience throughout the inspection process.
While some providers only conduct phone interviews, we conduct in-person or video interviews with every
candidate. This helps to select those who represent themselves professionally, and thus, will represent your county
professionally.
Prior to hire, every candidate undergoes a criminal background check to identify felony convictions and sexual
offender convictions. Candidates with those convictions are not hired.
Inspector Compensation. Inspector pay rate is dependent on their qualifications. Once inspectors are hired, they
are eligible for participation in our performance-based compensation program which rewards them for outstanding
performance. Our qualification and performance compensation approach has helped us attract and retain the best
people for the job. It also ensures the county is receiving maximum value on the investment in inspectors.
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Onboarding/Training
Specialized Inspector Skill & Knowledge Development
Those candidates, who complete our rigorous hiring process and
are extended an offer, participate in our onboarding and training
program. This program is designed to provide inspectors with the
knowledge and skills needed to properly protect your lakes and
provide an outstanding boater experience during the inspection
process. Our county clients frequently cite our inspector onboarding
and training program as an aspect that sets us apart from the
competition.
Employee Handbook. Our employee handbook has been refined over sixteen years of employing seasonal staff
for AIS control and prevention. It is updated annually by our HR and legal counsel to ensure compliance with all
laws. The handbook is specifically tailored to the AIS control and prevention services we provide. A copy of this
handbook can be provided for your review upon request.
Onboarding System. The backbone of our onboarding process is our HR onboarding technology system. Many
small businesses do not have a systemized onboarding process which causes issues such as required forms not
being completed by employees timely and conflicts resulting from employees not being aware of policies.
Onboarding mistakes lead to problems for the county due to employee disputes, disengagement or unsatisfactory
work performance, and ultimately vacancies at your boat launches. Our system and overall onboarding approach
significantly reduce the risk of these issues occurring.
Inspector Knowledge Development. The DNR training sessions often do not fully equip inspectors to perform
inspections properly. As a result, many counties have experienced issues with their inspectors not performing as
expected. Based upon the thousands of inspections we have performed, we developed additional training programs
to ensure the inspectors assigned to your county are equipped with the tools to properly provide these services,
professionally represent your county to the general public, and ensure the inspectors feel comfortable with the
transition from the classroom to the field.
After completion of DNR training and prior to deployment in the field, inspectors are guided through our
supplemental training class. They participate in a comprehensive program in our online training platform. Each
module ends with the required completion of a quiz. This helps to ensure mastery of the content. Waterfront
Restoration will ensure the DNR has authorized the employee prior to conducting inspections..
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Examples of the modules and instructional videos include:
 Our safety process for handling adverse weather conditions with boaters
 Boater communication best practices
 Customer service and Verbal de-escalation skills
 Lake/location specific expectations
 Known infestations
 Watercraft Compendium which includes manufacturing insights to help know where to inspect for AIS
Inspector Tools. Inspectors use digital devices (either a tablet or cellphone) on which DNR software is loaded.
Also loaded on each device is AIS inspection procedures, the types of watercrafts that may be encountered at the
boat landing, AIS inspection manual from the Minnesota DNR, a copy of Aquatic Nuisance Species (ANS)
Inspectors, a contact list for the contractor and County staff that includes phone numbers for the correct personnel
at our office, conservation officers, and county staff. During onboarding, inspectors are trained how to use the
devices and the software.
As part of the onboarding process, inspectors are provided with the following professional attire:







Safety vests- with wording of watercraft inspector on it
Name badge with county name on it
Double sided signs stating watercraft inspection station
Backup paper surveys
Lake boat access case number reference sheet
First aid kit
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Management
Oversight of the process and the inspectors
A key to success with protecting your lakes is our inspector
management program. We have six project managers on staff
with fifty years of combined experience and are, at a minimum,
certified as Level 1 inspectors. They are responsible for
overseeing both the process and the inspector team to ensure
compliance with regulation and law as well as consistency in the
delivery of our services. To ensure current knowledge and skills,
this team regularly attends statewide AIS training and conferences.
With six managers on staff, there is always an expert available for inspector questions and to respond to any
violations found by inspectors. Managers can be reached by phone, text, and email seven days a week. This
access is not only provided to inspectors, but to the county as well. Our managers are tasked with developing
relationships with each of our inspectors as this is a key to retention and high job performance of the inspectors.
Our managers are also responsible for monitoring inspector surveys weekly for case number accuracy. They
provide inspectors with feedback if there are inaccuracies and then make the corrections to the database with
Adam Doll/DNR if necessary. This ensures the county has accurate inspection data for its lakes.
Random spot checks and regular meetings. Waterfront Restoration designates a roaming inspector or company
manager to regularly meet with and spot check inspectors. The intent of the check/meeting is to ensure inspectors
remain highly engaged and their skills stay fresh thus ensuring the highest quality inspection of every watercraft. It
also helps identify any poor performers right away instead of letting them do a poor quality job all season, we can
replace them right away.
During the check or meeting the manager provides the inspector with ongoing feedback and training. This includes
customer service review, refreshers on boat inspection procedures, and coaching on proper inspection protocol.

Payroll Management. Waterfront Restoration takes full responsibility for managing and paying of its inspectors.
Anyone employed by or working on behalf of our company is a W-2 employee. We collect required W4s and
provide W2s. Inspectors are paid hourly and receive payment biweekly with proper withholdings of FICA, FUTA,
state unemployment, workers compensation, and state and federal withholding, as required by law.
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Reporting
Visibility into program performance
A key ingredient in our county partnership recipe is communication. This
is an aspect our county clients frequently cite as an area of excellence of
ours. During implementation, goals and standards are established
aligned with your performance expectations.
We provide a series of reports to our county clients keeping them
apprised of what we see in their lakes with data on which they can take
action. These reports also provide visibility into our performance aligned
with the established goals and standards.
Continuous documenting and reporting ensures process and protocols are followed. Each day, week, month, and
year, our inspectors and management team develop broad-level of visibility into a county’s lakes and have insight
into ways to better protect them. Through reporting, we keep our county clients informed, so action can be taken on
it.
Daily. We have multiple ways of keeping you in the know of lake happenings including:
 Real-time updates for urgent/important matters. We have managment available by phone/text/email 7 days
a week, and especially on weekends to promptly respond/address/resolve any and all urgent issues that
may arise or occur.
 GPS live tracking - access can be provided to the county to see where our inspectors are deployed at any
given time.
 If desired, a daily email report outlining any violations from the previous day can be provided. Supervisors
respond to violations found by inspectors at accesses and work with the inspector to notify law enforcement
if needed and provide a written report.
Monthly. A report is provided, along with your invoice, that includes the following information:
 Trend analyses
 Inspection results
 Summary of spot checks and meeting comments made by the inspectors
 Equipment needs or recommendations
 Number of hours spent on inspections by each employee, at each access, each day
 Number of aquatic invasive species (AIS) identified
 Number of calls to the supervisor, DNR or 911
 Number of boaters referred to a decontamination site for a courtesy or required decontamination
 Number of non-compliant boaters
 Verification that all data on each device was uploaded to the DNR database
 Summary of any inspection data and/or device(s) lost, damaged, stolen, or otherwise made unrecoverable.
Annually. At the conclusion of the boating season, an annual report is provided that presents comprehensive data
for each of your lakes. This report provides actionable information that your county can use to take steps to better
protect your lakes in future years. We can conduct an annual debrief conference call to review our findings and
recommendations for improvement.
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Schedule Management
Staffing program for boat launches
Waterfront Restoration uses advanced calendar software to manage scheduling to ensure coverage requests are
met. The scheduling system, combined with our management system, ensures coverage when a primary inspector
is unable to work a shift.
Scheduling Outline. The following table was used when developing your inspector schedule:
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Estimated total hours for inspections= 3,165.5





Locations: 19 Launches as outlined in the schedule table and description.
Start Date: Saturday 05/15/2021 (Fishing Opener).
End Date: Monday 09/06/2021 (Labor Day). Pepin, Scotch, Dora, Greenleaf will be staffed after Labor Day,
on 9/25 and 10/16 weekends.
Total # of watercraft inspectors to be hired: 15-20.

During the implementation of the contract, a shift schedule framework is developed in conjunction with the county’s
input. The weekly inspector schedule is available at least one week in advance throughout the season. Scheduling
is arranged to align with the county’s requirements and to ensure excess hours are not scheduled without the
county’s approval.

Investment
The best value to protect your lakes
We have put together the investment presented in the table below. A few important aspects about our pricing
approach:
1. The county is only billed for hours inspectors are clocked-in at the launch site, and hours inspectors are
completing DNR training.
2. All overhead costs such as recruiting, company training, county training, holiday pay, ongoing management,
protocol compliance, technology, software, and reporting are included in the hourly rate.
3. Our pricing is fully transparent. The invoices we provide are simply the multiplication of the hours inspectors
worked at the launch/training multiplied by the hourly rate.

The county will be invoiced monthly, in advance, based upon the expected number of hours to be worked in the
next succeeding month (for each month its “Expected Hours”). In the event the actual number of hours worked
during any month exceeds the Expected Hours, Waterfront will invoice the county for the additional hours. In the
event the actual number of hours worked is less than the Expected Hours, Waterfront will issue to the county a
credit note for the excess hours.
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WATERFRONT RESTORATION

Other Contractors

For counties that want peace of mind knowing that the
launches are protected by high quality inspectors who help
prevent the spread of AIS, keep your county out of the news for
the wrong reasons, better educate your boaters, and represent
your county in a first – class positive image to the public.

For counties that want to staff launches with lower pay
rate inspectors with limited additional training beside
what the DNR provides, and do not need any additional
reporting, manager assistance, or boat launch
coverage guarantee.

$24.19 /hour inspectors
$17.43 /hour DNR training

Typically $20-$23//hour inspectors
Typically $16-$19//hour DNR training

Minimum of 3,000 inspection hours required for rates outlined
DNR training will not exceed 7 hours per inspector

• $14+ per hour inspector pay rate with performancebased compensation program. Rewards them for
outstanding performance and attracts and retains
better people for the job.
• A criminal background check to identify felony
convictions and sexual offender convictions. Candidates
with those convictions are not hired.

• Lower inspector pay rate. Introduces higher risk
of turnover mid-season and risk that inspectors
will not available to cover shifts until new
inspectors are hired.

• Detailed end
of year report-

• Basic DNR end of
year report-

• No criminal background checks.

http://bit.ly/EOYReportExample

• Video interviews for all candidates- This helps to
select those who represent themselves professionally,
and thus, will represent your county professionally.

http://bit.ly/DNRRequiredEOYreport

• Phone interviews for candidates.
• Shifts not covered that inspectors call out of=
higher risk of introduction of AIS on weekend
shifts/busiest times throughout the summer.

• Attempt to cover/replace shifts if a primary inspector
is sick or calls out of.
• Expert 6 person management team- there will always
be a manager available by phone/text/email 7 days a
week, and especially on weekends to promptly
respond/address/resolve any and all urgent issues.
• Monitor inspector surveys weekly for case number
accuracy. Ensures the county has accurate inspection
data for its lakes.
• Monthly
http://bit.ly/MonthlyReport-Example
Reports-

• 1-2 managers available most of the time.

• Case numbers not checked.
• No monthly report

• After completion of DNR training- additional virtual
training classes, safety modules, and online customer
service training to ensure they have the relationship,
speaking, and rapport skills necessary to interact with
boaters. Also, de-escalation scenarios on how to deal
with unruly, inpatient, or aggressive boaters. Each
training module ends with the completion of a quiz.
• Guaranteed all launches full staffed by fishing opener
and achieve 99% coverage of season contract desired
hours (pending no delays on DNR side for training, and
minimum 8 week hiring lead time from contract award
to desired first day of staffing).

• DNR training only, no additional online training
modules or quizzes.

• No Guarantee on shift coverage or start date
for launches being fully staffed with inspectors.
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Multi-year savings
If the county and board are open to saving costs and improving the inspection process we could lock in a 2 year
agreement at the same prices outlined above. There are several reasons why a multi-year pricing agreement is
beneficial to your county including:
1. Consistency of quality control for your lake inspections.
2. Locking-in pricing for a longer duration reduces the risk of price increases due to market fluctuation.
3. Allowing your county to have a strategic relationship with us which leads to development of a strong protection
process for your lakes.
4. Saves a significant amount of administrative time, burden, effort, and resources annually in go through the board
approval process.
5. Recruiting and retaining high-quality inspectors who commit to work for us (and you) for multiple years which
improves the quality of the inspection process.
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